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Examines the origins of free speech in the U.S. and the historical context for current debate on
the subject, and discusses hate groups, book burnings, and efforts to control the media

From School Library JournalGrade 7-10?These volumes sport wide margins, decorative chapter
headings, and subtitles in bold type. In eight chapters, Levine discusses the periods before,
during, and after divorce; the economics involved; disappearing dads; living in stepfamilies; and
what to expect in the future. While this title contains some useful information, the text is
sometimes confusing and often reads as though the writer hasn't determined whether to
address young people or their parents. Paula McGuire's Putting It Together (Delacorte, 1987)
and Jill Krementz's How It Feels When Parents Divorce (Knopf, 1984; o.p.) are better overall
choices; Susan Neiburg Terkel's Understanding Child Custody (Watts, 1991) provides better
coverage of that topic. Zeinert's title gives an excellent overview of this constitutional right,
explaining both its history and current issues. The 10 chapters cover free speech as it applies to
newspapers, books, magazines, music, movies, radio and television, protests, speech, and
silence. The text is clearly written, interesting, and flows easily. Black-and-white photographs
appear throughout. Students working on reports will find much useful information here; others
may find themselves reading this book for pleasure once they flip through the pages.?Dona
Weisman, Northeast Texas Library System, GarlandCopyright 1995 Reed Business Information,
Inc.From BooklistGr. 7^-10. Zeinert places the present censorship battles in a historical context.
She devotes a chapter each to newspapers, books, magazines, music lyrics, movies, radio and
television, public speaking, hate speech, and the right to remain silent. In each chapter, she
begins with a contemporary controversy, usually a case involving young people; then she
surveys what's happened with such issues in the past, including court challenges and changes
in the law. The history is a little dry, but it does provide a context for young people doing research
or for those facing a conflict now. There's an annotated bibliography and chapter notes, and the
clear type is broken up with occasional black-and-white photos. Readers will see that the debate
goes on about what the First Amendment means. Hazel Rochman
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APerry, “WONDERFUL. This book is great! I like the hardcover and the (covered spiral binding)
that makes it easy to lay it flat while using / writing in it- but the book itself and the pages are
protected from damage.The book is very lovely with full color pages. I love the prompts and the
variety of stories throughout- and that it also "gently teaches" the how-to of story writing while
making it interesting and fun. I feel that even kids who are not very interested in story writing
would like it.It's great for kids who love story writing because it gives them an opportunity to
expound upon that. It's also great for those who aren't because it helps them along
more.Definitely a great buy! My son and I are really enjoying it. I even recommended to others
already.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for helping my kids gain writing confidence. Bought these for my
first and third graders. They've been having a lot of fun with these. They give good writing
prompts and it's helping their confidence with writing.”

Javier, “Click BUY NOW. Awesome book. Stimulates creativity., Writing, imagination. A Must for
every child.”

Ebook Library Reader, “fast shipping and great writing for a 2nd grader. My daughter just started
writing so this book gives her a lot of ideas to write and how to write. Will get another one for my
younger one when she needs it. fast shipping too”

Mrobertson082, “Great tool for young writers. My 7 year old is just learning how to write and she
loves this book! It has gotten her excited about writing and I'm excited she likes it!”

Monique Stine, “Nice gift. Really nice for gift and lots of good information for writing a story.”

jen, “Great tool. This is a great tool for children who are beginner writers. This book has so many
fun ideas and writting promts to write about. The book is in a fill in the blank style both for stories
and comic strips. I bought one for my son and I love it so much that I plan to buy 3 more for my
other children.”

Mary Patton, “Great. My great neices 7 and 10 loved this book.”

C.C., “Wonderful!!. My 6 year old son and I love this beautifully illustrated exercise book full of
tips and activities for writing creative stories.The book is full of fantastic suggestions, techniques
and activities that help the writers come up with ideas on characters, settings, themes and
plots.It also comes with many pages with story themes to write, from fairy tales, sports,
adventure, animals, science, monsters, etc. These are also full of questions to prompt the



imagination and guide you through the process.Every page of this book is an inspiring tool to
help children's imagination flow.It takes the writers through a wide range of skills, writing styles
and perspectives to help them achieve something different and special.I wish I had this little gem
when I was a little girl.Definitely recommend this amazing workshop in a book!!Wonderful
illustrations throughout the book. Lots of fun, great vocabulary and plenty of writing space.”

Mrs F, “They have been very useful and the children love using them. We home educate and I
bought these for my two children aged 7&9 to use alongside our other creative writing resources.
They have been very useful and the children love using them. Nice and engaging with lots of
helpful tips and starting points to help encourage great writing.”

Skye, “Great little book for budding junior authors. Bought this a present for an 8 year old. My
daughter soon to turn 8 was crazy about it and really wasn't keen to have it wrapped and given
away as a gift. She flipped through it page to page and the more she read what it involved, she
quickly wrote it down on her wishlist as her most wanted gift. Its a great little book for the
budding junior authors out there.The book is hard cover on the outside and spiral bound inside.
It is a lovely quality and offers so much more than just heres a book now write a story. It is fun
and informative and offers a great deal of value. I would highly recommend it and will be
purchasing a few more as gifts.”

Lauren, “Awesome.... Definitely worth it!. The media could not be loaded.
                
            
                
            
        
    
    

  
  
I purchased this for my 7yr old daughter who loves to read draw and create. It’s fabulous lots



to do helpful tips and ideas for stories. Lots of pages with different styles of stories and writing
like fairytales and a. Comic strip page with plenty of space for multiple stories it’s more than just
a ‘write your own story book’ I will be buying a second one for my sons 10th Birthday.”

N Wood, “My daughter LOVES this!. Bought for my 5 year old daughter and she totally loves it.
She spends a great deal of time filling it in and thinking of stories to add to the pages. The
prompts on each page help her to think of ideas and encourages her to tell us all about what is
going on on each page. She takes this in the car with her and sits and fills it in when in between
dance classes on a weekend. I have since bought a couple more to give as gifts to her friends.
My 7 year old has also since asked for one and she equally loves this book. Big thumbs up from
us.”

The book by Kumon Publishing has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 4,326 people have provided
feedback.
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